Purpose: Read the Updates & Information prior to the DOP Quarterly Workshop. Come prepared with any questions, concerns, and discussion topics.

**STATEWIDE CONTRACTS UPDATE**

- **Amazon Business** – (transitioning from Kim to Justin on 21 Jun) – Kim Guevara
- **Data Comm – HPE** (PADD issued – PADD20210680) – Kim Guevara
- **Data Comm – Juniper** (PADD issued – PADD20210683) – Kim Guevara
- **IT Services** (extending current contracts; targeting this summer for a new Invitation to Bid) - Jason Urquhart
- **Wireless – AT&T** (PADD issued – PADD20210619) – Kim Guevara
- **Wireless – T-Mobile** (PADD issued – PADD20210620) – Kim Guevara
- **Transcription Services – eScribers** (PADD19200033 extended through 5/21/2022) – Chelsea Robillard
- **Transcription Services – Transcription Outsourcing, LLC** (PADD19200070 extended through 5/21/2022) – Chelsea Robillard
- **Medical Products & Services** – Medical Solutions, Inc. (PADD19200033 extended through 5/31/2022) – Chelsea Robillard

If you have information or suggestions you would like to share, please contact the Buyer/Purchasing Officer assigned to the project.

---

**LUMA UPDATES**

- Luma has been postponed for another year.
- New go live date is scheduled for 1 July 2022.
- We will stay with our current eProcurement system until then.
- Updates will be sent out on the Listserv.

---

**STATEWIDE CONTRACTS IN DEVELOPMENT**

- **Bulk Email** (surveys received; ITS and DOP are working on a mini bid through the NASPO ValuePoint Cloud Solutions Master Agreements) - Jason Urquhart
- **Envelopes** (evaluation almost complete, new contract soon) - Joey Nelson
- **Propane** (ITB20210802 under evaluation) – Kaylee Starman
- **Actuarial Services** (Reviewing surveys that returned 5/24. Next steps TBD.) – Justin Gross
- **Cloud Faxing** (Still in Negotiations. Timing TBD) - Justin Gross
- **Printing** – (transitioned from Quinn. Justin will assign new owner) - Justin Gross
- **Shredding** (transitioned from Rob to Justin) – Justin Gross

If you have information or suggestions you would like to share, please contact the Buyer/Purchasing Officer assigned to the project.